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Epr bullets covid

- Organizing master! Mng'd blanks for 154 employees, 3,720 numbers over RD/AT days - saved S'2K per year - Cleverly processed 700 AROWS orders; provided 80 TDYs for Ops and MX trng - completed in 50% normal time - Enthusiastic volunteer; Hand-picked for a demanding admin support position during Sentry
Aloha Exercises in HI - single-handedly processed 100 sets of AROWS orders and created 137 Defense Travel Authorization System - Managed $25K Budget; Focal point for RA coord, TDY affordability/feasibility - agreed civil/mile pay issues - Updated DSG food cheat sys; Combined multiple documents into one
original document - reducing processing time by 53% - collaborated w/4 people CSS team; dissect programs that create continuity - ensured all unit members/programs are compatible - Staunch FOIA Program Manager; process'd 5cases/redact'd 400 pgs-personal privacy and national security protected - ID'd 196
missing security documents /fixed 96% deficit; 169 blanks tested - secured $4.3M assets/15 ctrl zones - Highly motivated pilot; earned 5-lvl upgrade training well before peers - Mbr certified nine months early! - Opportunist; Mastered improvised eval training; XX raters trained - processed slopes increased XX% monthly -
Managed sq FARM fees; Tracked 300 entries/planned trng f/12 mbrs - with support for 100 percent compliance record - Supported by the 20th BS SharePoint website; granted permission f/100 users--24 hours of access f/members to critical information - Seiz'd Unit CC Secretary /sq exec jobs; planned appts/meetings,
tracked by cmd coord; perf as Leader / NCO rdy - Revised CSL prgm; 138 tickets created/processed/tracked - accelerated critical network capabilities of msn up to 150 sq.mbps - Created and completed 219 time-sensitive CC administrators; zero glitch in MXS daily ops--HH' expectations met - Rvw'd / fixed 132 EPRs, 20
decs; Reducing backlog and review time - Active Booster Club lead; help w / collection of 100lbs grapes f/local vineyard --$440 earned to sq holiday party - Organized Sq /CC call; Coordinated Presentations/Settings/Awards - Flawless Event for 272 Recruited/Civilian Employees - Aggressively tested 864 AF FORM 2096
in MILPIDS; Sure, 100% Accuracy Squadron Personnel Files Is Regulated - Led High Visibility 4-Star DV Visit; Provided that the log/protocol/cleaning actions are invented by XXXXXXXX/CC - Instrumental for the BRM team; tracked all trng units for 394 RCs/284 CORs/49 FARMs --PACAF's largest RM program - Led 3
crses/12 SAVs; 9 FARMs/24 RCs/id'd - Fixed 53 record-ups - raised the initial level of compliance trng to 99% - Forced Air Force PII rules; Trained members on the importance of protecting PII - Enhanced By Sq's AFI Joining - Managed Leave Program; authorized/agreed queries 2.5k leave/PTDY --enriched unit
performance/amn sustainability - Managed and maintained internal office suspense --ordered office--shortened late reports 75% - Wide computer knowledge of several computer languages and has elite computer skills - developed file systems for all DCO HR agencies and three maintenance squadrons; Efficiency
Improvement - Organized, implemented correction plan, update of the squadron's global e-mail information for ORI - the key to success - Assistant Chief Of Basic Administrator, developed training procedures for record management, publications, form management and special orders - increased personnel qualifications
by 50% - Manged Sq. UIFs; Article 15 tracked/secured checklists/actions; THE AFMC/JAG review is 100% compliant - Asst' w/Outbound/Rets'Seps merger, 21 prgm-divided targets - increased efficiency of msn-'gt; prg'n time - Managed monthly registry ETS; Coord/tracked 246 reenlistment and extensions; ensured
operational goals cont'd accomplished - Appropriately converted 800 stimulus recordings to electronic media; The open discrepancy has been cleared. 100% MICT compliance - Critical MEMBER of the PDF/DCC during Snowbird exercises; 132 Amn processed; secured 100% at the time of departure - Mature for rank;
expertly assisted trng PERSCO team mbrs; Minimed errors and increased mission readiness - Devlp'd/ implmt'd MXG FY16 budget; Expenditure trends documented to analyse cost-cutting; $350K budget supported - Spearheaded GP recall/accountability program; MXG is recognized as the standard for WG registries
recall - Cleared 180 UPRGs; ARPC received vital prsnl records; The electronic record has been installed. simplified processing VA - Enrolled in Health Administrator BA / CCAF prgm; 3rd class before ccAF completion - purchased 3 cred hrs/4.0 GPA! - Sect unity/process/15 Mbps movement; attend'd 4-day PCMH crse -
received a 100% EOC/2 credo f/CCAF - Performed GI/GS clinic daily; coordinated 375 visits/146 procs --prevented $40K MTF ref costs/7K enrolled - Optimized pt care follow/referee process; Updated Cancer Tracking Tool - Certified Continuity of Care f/43 pts - Performed TPC checks f/2 clinics; tested DOD right f/420
pts--MTF recaptured $52K f/unfunded prgms - Orchestrated Sq essentris stand-down; creat'd talk paper / train'd 27 technicians - subject to standardization of f/6 sects - To bridge the gap between the rigid / Elec rec; creat'd GS consumption form / clinical checklists - increas'd resource savings 31% - Sq Wastebuster
Mngr; rdy'd 62 excess turnovers, recycled $183K in assets - received a working stock worth $4K - Earned 3 crd hrs t/ BA in the human resources Mngmt - Advanced Leadership Tool Window /Enhanced JT Ops Opportunity - Mbr South Sound 1st Platoon Service; built 3 Veterans - eliminated housing safety
/homelessness - PDF NCOIC; created commands to handle XXX warfighters - provided direct support xx AOR's - Led 3 man CSS team; proc'd 270LOEs/EPRs/decs, SAV'd 5 sctns/issued 9K parcels - incr'd efncy w/o dlys - lead sharePoint administrator; updated outdated website by 35% - the site is fully optimized for
use by instructor/staff - Sq AFPAS COR; COR; duty statuses for 75 mbrs--provided 100% accountability for 275 mil/civ prsnl - Led Wg promo ceremony; author wg continuity chklst/600 prsnl - honored a post 58 Amn /coined sq CEM - Assisted CS w/ without notifying urinalis; collected 200 samples/4 positive results -
supported by the AF's zero-tolerance policy on drugs - Overseen by 4 Amn at UGT; On average 50% of OJT basic tasks completed in 4 mths - an exceptional CDC account/95% - Verified 1K dependent/15K living wage permits - accurately programmed $60M/SGLI liability benefits - a targeted base in processing;
updated service status for 100 newly appointed pilots - reached 100% accountability - Managed web page MDG SharePoint; website auxiliary users/contributors --order flow of information for 250 pers - Managed program Wg LeaveWeb; Verified 2K queries/served 2.8K base users - transaction 99% error for free -
Teamed w/ SFS; Added a Defense Biometric Identification System Registration Station in MPS --one-stop store for customers - Coord'd 30 SW/CC Rookie Orientation; More than 125 informed; worked w/sq - maximum attendance / up to 15% - Selected lead cast; contributed to the cooperation of several agencies for AD
victims /injured - seamless operations - WAPS Monitor; ensures that all enl mbrs receive CDCs and coords with FSS to test out-of-cycle promotion - controls the UIF process, grp in/out of processing; GTC prgm mgr, grp urinalysis - fire evacuation monitor - supports the af tradition; promoted X Commander's Calls xx decs
and xx awds presented - esprit de corps secured - Persistent supervision as a wing SAPM! Voltage assessment 0%; Mentor/Adviser/SA expert-hands on trng 55 mbrs - Spearheaded cmd staff awards prgm; Checked all staff at pkgs headquarters - recognized by all mil/civ staff - Selected for the IG team as a records
inspector; visited 2 offices / ID'd 3 errors ... prep'd/ Initiated fixes for compliance - Great Mentor! Subject to withholding and retirement guidance for 14 AF officers - weakened transition - Ex COLD SNAP PDF mbr; proven mobility rcrds/mng'd discr rpt --ready 245 deployers for warfighter msn - Go-to Classifications rep;
IHT has up to 6 CSS service status; incrs'd basic level of accountability - Vol'd 8 hours on leukemia and lymphoma walk; Event created/demolish tm - raised $109K to Cancer Research - Aggressively controlled by ofc TRs; dvlp'd procedures update MilPDS waiting action - replays cut by 90% - Processed 40 TR's; 300
referrals and 15 missing in MilPDS/CMS; Minimal errors - provided mbr rec updated - Completed 30 hours of MPF trng; Expanding knowledge about personnel programs - reducing errors in processes - Oversight of selective Reenlistment Prgm: coordinated with DFAS/AFPC-44 payment issues fixed / $1M - Superbly
managed by 3 mps sect during SNCO deficit; conducted trng, led the UCI prep--met msn target at 100% - PDF Team Lead; Proven Mobility Currency Over 400 mbrs/5 Real Deployments --100% Skills - Updated and Revised by CSB CSB Process/procedures Created tracking system --secured 100% compliance -
Verified mobility currencies - right 600 deployments --mbrs 100% mission ready/deployed on schedule - CSB/REDUX POC PROGRAM; 50 eligible benefits - provided 100% accuracy w/$1.5M scattered - Aggressively controlled section TRs; MilPDS Waiting Activity Procedures - zero repetitions - NCOIC reporting PDF;
The proven rights of 240 deployments --mbrs 100% mS ready - deployed on time - instructed 27 mbrs on AFI guidance/directed changes to SRB/CJR requests - increasing MBR career options - Team focused; helped set up and demolish the stage unit changing command ceremony - praised 51 LRS/CC - Participation in
the Sq/CC CoC installation/tear; Positive first impression of Sq for the new CC event 100% success - Active Network 56 member; led two cm, and as dedicated 14 hours F/Wg in the SNCO ceremony of recognition--42 laureates - Led flt NCOIC retirement ceremony; ensured all the seats were 100% set/ready - praised
Flt/CC for excellent work - Spearheaded Law Office Sup't Retirement Ceremony - 20 years of service duly recognized ... mbr/family grateful - Vol'd 94 hours to clean the beach/sea wall; Removed 2k pounds of trash - decorated local area /extended U.S. relations / JA - Dedicated to 10 off-duty hours apt holiday party
committee; prep'd/attanged 170 decorations - enjoyed 200 mbrs - Organized non-combatant evacuation Opertion Tracking Sys mobile trng--8 mbrs trained/saved AFRICOM $10.5K - Review /revised 35 evals/22 decs/100 documents for JNT service mbrs--100% on time, Bug free w/0 delay - Priceless CSS exp;
reviewed/processed 70 performance reports in 1m - reducing processing time by 50% - Academically focused! Earned 9 credits for a bachelor's degree in psychology; Steady 3.8 GPA - Meticulous! Scrubbed trng/evaluation records on 3 GSUs - helped ensure compliance/efficiency of wing operations - Led mil prsnl file
review/file archive; The impeccably revamped 421 officer rcds - cut the process time by 25% - was headed high relative to the DOS rollback initiative; Investigated staffing/operational readiness - saved four quarries - Fixed bldg fire alarm malfunction; worked with the basic fire department in isolating the damage - prevent
bldg damage - Fixed 12 Amn / Officer Discipline/Legal Matters; network w/four base/local agencies --forced AF policy - A1C W/promotion error assistant; reviewed/corrected/input documents w/MPS--Amn subject to rank and reverse payment - Advised/made three articles 15; informed WING CC on the state of discipline -
forced professional standard - Briefing 23 Civ PII policy Stressed command guide - ensures 100% accountability network - assistant passport agent; Assist in processing 950 passports 67 visas worth $175K --mbrs 100% msn ready - Distributed 944 IDENTIFICATION cards; IAW DOD validated benefits/rights - 100%
Data Integrity - SGLI Coverage Advice; Verified app app $248M insurance rights - Basic Processing Manager; conducted weekly briefings/updated sponsorship notices - 1.5 thousand Mbps, received skillfully - a multifaceted trainer; 6 new pilots have learned to update 2 different systems - Advanced Knowledge of
Employee Technology - Advanced Basic Passport Section led by weekly briefings/mail/apps/photos; Saved $2.8K in manhours - Theme Expert - provided a top-level DEERS guide for colleagues - reducing the study time by 75% - Delivered 3 kits for infant notes - reported to 36 families on THE DEERS - released by new
anxiety parents - Led twice a year sav for five units; XXXX--109 offices tested products received an Effective Rating during the UEI Evaluation Process - Revamped Gp; Created limited Sharedrive folders for wg access - reduced PII exposure - 85 slopes review; Initiated use of electronic control systems for evacuation -
improved/streamlined process - lead administrator of SharePoint; provided trng/provided permissions/modified sq/gp sites - pages compatible with CS/base - Funct Area Records Mngr; Approved 3 file plan/provided necessary preparation completed - met program goals - Resident DEERS guru; 2K CAC/Teslin cards
tested Ensuring the rights/security of the sis; zero discrepanies - Cleverly helped 112 wing users to solve computer access problems; Users return to the Internet in record time; Guru! Established application procedures; Generated 20 permanent training folders - --aircrew continuity of learning guaranteed - Motivated,
effective - are dealt with with with new work, geographically split separation reorg with professionalism and poise - Processed more than 200 patient recording requests in 452 AMDS clinics; compliance with 100% HIPPA compliance standards - Effectively signed in 90 mbrs manually when the unit registration system
does not meet; Exceptional Customer Service - Provided audio/visual support for Squadon Commander's Call/EMC - provided insight into the information provided - Sound Management administrator functions directly contributed to the 2012 HSI/JC inspection - Energetic fundraising for Top 3; Publicized Events/Recruited
Patrons - Raised $2K for Top 3/Group Leader - Focal Point for MXG/CC Correspondence; tracked and distro'd 100 documents - provides 100% accountability - Administrative appointment process apt; advised 52 Amn on PCS Action - Smooth Transition for psnl/families - Created monthly MSG/CC PowerPoint briefings;
Statistical analysis of trends/contract data provided for time - SNIAC Updated Program - Inspector declared the best program of the last 4 years--Outstanding rating! - Expertly coord' 650 cases of EFMP - guaranteed availability of medical resources at 152 bases around the world - Painstakingly digitized 800 special
needs entries - dedicated to 120 hours - increased space u use 25% - AE Process Focused - Honed Leadership Skills/Managed AEs During Former -- Recognized as Best Performer of Victim Services - Responded to 1,700 deaths and 2,500 2,500 who became ill or were injured during this period. - Revised file system
of the Victim Operations Department, translated all paper files into electronic format on AFI -- Received zero discrepancies after the AFPC inspection without notice, laudable as the best file plan to date Executive Director - Brought knowledge and information from the AMC 4-star conference; updated Grp on AMC's
expectations and future. - Expert on protocol! Prepared 305 AMW for several 4-star stars and DV visits; perfectly accomplished - not show-stopper - Great Mentor; Provided guidance and training on the proper format of all AF communications for AD and civilian mbrs Miscellaneous - Newly created 20 AMXS Personal
Information File Program - Squadron of Personnel Files Protected/Regulated - Established Inventory/Control Procedures to Ensure Accountability 183 Pieces of ADPE worth $100K - Knowledgeable/Reliable; was selected to work in BITC because of the low staffing - secured the success of the msn base - go-to technical
administrator; Fast troubleshot / solved common comp problems in 77 AMU bldg--comps msn capable - Identified, fixed dozens of long-standing personnel issues - restored 100% visibility on DEROS distribution - Adjusted customer service hours to meet needs; eliminated the most common customer complaints,
expanding CSS access, training - Scheduled course dates for officers and enlisted servicemen to participate - maximizing the use of available slots - worked tirelessly to prepare for inspection - directly responsible for the strong rating received during PACAF headquarters operational readiness check - Training the orderly
transition of newly appointed pilots to their work centers, reducing the time of qualifications by 50% - Established procedures and the wallaces of the first form of the procedure. - Setting up forms and publications is six branches - vital for effective squadron operations! - Soley is responsible for correspondence, telephone
communication, filing, and reporting during stand-up tactical operations of the headquarters - guaranteed mission effectiveness from day one - Scheduled course dates for officers and enlisted military personnel to participate - maximizing the use of available slots - advised military personnel at official training classes,
required for progress - not lost opportunities to advance - Monitoring and processed more than 11,000 enrolled and officer performance reports - reducing late reports from 30% to 5% - Tracked inaccurate reports and returned to units - pre-emption reduced late submissions by 50% - Refocused office duties - accuracy
and timeliness of reporting processing increased by 90% - Resourceful - received two meagre regional slots for RMS - saved $7000, training flight crew Cough some EPR bullets, you slackers! Loafers! Loafers! epr bullets covid 19. af epr bullets covid. covid response epr bullets. usaf covid epr bullets. covid 19 epr bullets
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